
Oil

Monday, the week opened with falling prices on the international crude oil markets. For several weeks, the trade war between the US 
and China has escalated, and the market fears that it could impact global demand for oil. It does not appear as if the two countries are 
close to settling a solution at the moment. Increasing production among OPEC nations and Russia added to the downside, as the Brent 
front month contract closed the day at 72,61 USD/bbl. We expect  largely neutral session today.

Gas
Demand remains very high across the European gas markets, as the coal sector is subdued and temperatures are still above average in 
several countries. Short-term contracts edged up due to this, and the long end of curve continued upwards as well. LNG supply is set 
for a dull period, as strong Asian demand causes suppliers to ship their products to Asia instead. 

Coal

On the European coal market, we saw a third straight sessions of upturn yesterday, as the API 2 Cal-19 contract edged up 0,93 USD/t, 
closing at 88,10 USD/t. Short-term demand is strong, as German power prices remain very high. The upside would be even bigger, had 
it not been for a weak euro compared to the US dollar, which makes the dollar-bound coal more expensive for European buyers. We see 
further upside today,

Carbon
For the first time in a decade, the benchmark CO2 quota contract settled a day above 18 EUR/t. Speculators are driving the market 
upwards at the moment, but fundamentals are bullish as well, with high coal demand and relatively limited supply on the EU-sanctioned 
quota auctions. The market closed at 18,06 EUR/t, and could easily edge higher today.

Hydro
During the forthcoming ten days, precipitation is expected well above average in the Nordic area. Only a few days look relatively dry. 
The hydro balance remains in a deficit of 18 TWh, but should improve rapidly if the current wet conditions continue over the next weeks. 
Temperatures are expected just about normal throughout the next week.

Germany

The rally on the German power market continued yesterday. The Cal-19 contract rose to 46 EUR/MWh, up 0,75 EUR/MWh for the day. 
This is close to the highest level a front-year-contract has seen for almost six years. Continuously rising carbon emission and coal prices 
offered bullish support, although a minor slide in spot prices curbed the upside a bit. As the fuel markets continue to rise today, we 
could see the German power market edge further up as well.

Equities
On the financial markets, Turkey remained in focus yesterday, as there are fears that the country’s trade war with the US could spread 
to other emerging markets. This morning however, the first signals indicate that the markets are stabilizing. Today’s focus in Europe will 
be on key figures on industrial production in the Eurozone.

Conclusion

Following several bearish days last week, this week opened with rising prices on the Nordic power market. This despite the fact that the 
weather forecasts are wet, but bullish support from Germany and the coal, carbon markets weighed heavier. The Q4-18 contract was 
up 1,40 EUR/MWh, settling at 48,35 EUR/MWh, while the YR-19 contract rose 1,02 EUR/MWh to close at 37,45 EUR/MWh. Tuesday, we 
expect the market to edge down as there might be a feeling that yesterday’s upturn was overdone.
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